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with Section 1(e) of the Open Gaming License, Version 1.0a: 
chapter 2; all character names; the following racial names: 
neomage, kylen, seraph-touched, and second unforeseen; 
references to events in the Rogue Mage setting; all artwork and 
images; and all fiction.

The following text is Open Gaming Content: all material not 
declared Product Identity.

OPEN GAME LICENSE Version 1.0a

The following text is the property of Wizards of the Coast, Inc. 
and is Copyright 2000 Wizards of the Coast, Inc (“Wizards”). All 
Rights Reserved.

1. Definitions: (a)”Contributors” means the copyright and/or 
trademark owners who have contributed Open Game Content; 
(b)”Derivative Material” means copyrighted material including 
derivative works and translations (including into other computer 
languages), potation, modification, correction, addition, 
extension, upgrade, improvement, compilation, abridgment or 
other form in which an existing work may be recast, transformed 
or adapted; (c) “Distribute” means to reproduce, license, rent, 
lease, sell, broadcast, publicly display, transmit or otherwise 
distribute; (d)”Open Game Content” means the game mechanic 
and includes the methods, procedures, processes and routines 
to the extent such content does not embody the Product 
Identity and is an enhancement over the prior art and any 
additional content clearly identified as Open Game Content by 
the Contributor, and means any work covered by this License, 
including translations and derivative works under copyright law, 
but specifically excludes Product Identity. (e) “Product Identity” 
means product and product line names, logos and identifying 
marks including trade dress; artifacts; creatures characters; 
stories, storylines, plots, thematic elements, dialogue, incidents, 
language, artwork, symbols, designs, depictions, likenesses, 
formats, poses, concepts, themes and graphic, photographic and 
other visual or audio representations; names and descriptions 
of characters, spells, enchantments, personalities, teams, 
personas, likenesses and special abilities; places, locations, 
environments, creatures, equipment, magical or supernatural 
abilities or effects, logos, symbols, or graphic designs; and any 
other trademark or registered trademark clearly identified as 
Product identity by the owner of the Product Identity, and which 
specifically excludes the Open Game Content; (f) “Trademark” 
means the logos, names, mark, sign, motto, designs that are 
used by a Contributor to identify itself or its products or the 
associated products contributed to the Open Game License 
by the Contributor (g) “Use”, “Used” or “Using” means to use, 
Distribute, copy, edit, format, modify, translate and otherwise 
create Derivative Material of Open Game Content. (h) “You” or 
“Your” means the licensee in terms of this agreement.

2. The License: This License applies to any Open Game Content 
that contains a notice indicating that the Open Game Content 
may only be Used under and in terms of this License. You must 

affix such a notice to any Open Game Content that you Use. No 
terms may be added to or subtracted from this License except as 
described by the License itself. No other terms or conditions may be 
applied to any Open Game Content distributed using this License.

3.Offer and Acceptance: By Using the Open Game Content You 
indicate Your acceptance of the terms of this License.

4. Grant and Consideration: In consideration for agreeing to use 
this License, the Contributors grant You a perpetual, worldwide, 
royalty-free, non-exclusive license with the exact terms of this 
License to Use, the Open Game Content.

5.Representation of Authority to Contribute: If You are contributing 
original material as Open Game Content, You represent that Your 
Contributions are Your original creation and/or You have sufficient 
rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

6.Notice of License Copyright: You must update the COPYRIGHT 
NOTICE portion of this License to include the exact text of the 
COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any Open Game Content You are copying, 
modifying or distributing, and You must add the title, the copyright 
date, and the copyright holder’s name to the COPYRIGHT NOTICE 
of any original Open Game Content you Distribute.

7. Use of Product Identity: You agree not to Use any Product Identity, 
including as an indication as to compatibility, except as expressly 
licensed in another, independent Agreement with the owner of each 
element of that Product Identity. You agree not to indicate compatibility 
or co-adaptability with any Trademark or Registered Trademark in 
conjunction with a work containing Open Game Content except as 
expressly licensed in another, independent Agreement with the owner 
of such Trademark or Registered Trademark. The use of any Product 
Identity in Open Game Content does not constitute a challenge to the 
ownership of that Product Identity. The owner of any Product Identity 
used in Open Game Content shall retain all rights, title and interest in 
and to that Product Identity.

8. Identification: If you distribute Open Game Content You 
must clearly indicate which portions of the work that you are 
distributing are Open Game Content.

9. Updating the License: Wizards or its designated Agents may 
publish updated versions of this License. You may use any 
authorized version of this License to copy, modify and distribute 
any Open Game Content originally distributed under any 
version of this License.

10 Copy of this License: You MUST include a copy of this License 
with every copy of the Open Game Content You Distribute.

11. Use of Contributor Credits: You may not market or advertise 
the Open Game Content using the name of any Contributor unless 
You have written permission from the Contributor to do so.

12 Inability to Comply: If it is impossible for You to comply 
with any of the terms of this License with respect to some or 
all of the Open Game Content due to statute, judicial order, or 

governmental regulation then You may not Use any Open Game 
Material so affected.

13 Termination: This License will terminate automatically if You 
fail to comply with all terms herein and fail to cure such breach 
within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. All sublicenses 
shall survive the termination of this License.

14 Reformation: If any provision of this License is held to be 
unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the 
extent necessary to make it enforceable.
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red brick scrounged from a successful dig along 
Highway 55. A tall, black, iron fence surrounds the 
house, cameras dot the fence and the underside 
of the roof overhang, and armed guards patrol the 
grounds. A small satellite dish sits on the roof, 
keeping its owner connected to the world’s events. 
Within the fenced-in perimeter is also a one-story 
brick guest house, which Decker uses infrequently, 
and numerous restored vehicles: two Jeeps, one 
Humvee, three gasoline-powered cars, a number of 
trucks in a variety of sizes, and a helicopter. He also 
has a stable of horses and a kennel of sled dogs.

The townspeople in Trinity are poor. Their patched 
clothes are thin, as are their bodies. They have just 
enough to get by and nothing more. They don’t have 
the electronic luxuries of Decker — most of their 
homes don’t even have electricity.

The couples living in the town don’t have many 
children. Few children have survived in the town past 
the age of 5; many babies die soon after birth, and 
the surviving ones usually succumb to malnutrition, 
exposure to the elements, taint-related diseases, 
or accidents, their parents having little free time to 
properly tend to them. The town previously had no 
doctor, but Brother Hope has great medical skill. 
However, he has little access to medicine, so the 
townsfolk rely heavily on homemade remedies.

DeaDmining & The LosT expeDiTion
Some years ago, Decker’s workers uncovered the 
remains of a small town at the base of the mountain. 
After digging under ice, dirt, and rock, they’ve so far 
uncovered numerous Pre-Ap cars and electronics: 
televisions, stereos, and, most important of all, 
computers. Decker has commandeered many of the 
computers for his own home, and sold the remainder 
to Pre-Ap antique dealers in Atlanta, making a pretty 
penny. He’s kept a few vehicles, as well.

While Decker has one large group continuing to 
mine the discovered town, almost a year ago, he sent 
another group to an area 25 miles north of Trinity. 
Only one person returned from that expedition: Jesse 
Holder (see page 23), one of his soldiers (and current 
bed partner) sent to guard the miners. Local bandits 
ambushed them before they could get to the dig site. 
They killed the miners and took their gear, including a 
map showing the general location of the remote digging 
site. Jesse’s toughness and survival instincts saved 
her butt, and she high-tailed it back to Trinity, vowing 
to kill those bandit bastards at the first opportunity.

One of the miners lost on that disastrous expedition 
was a young man named Harry James. Harry, son of 
a wealthy deadminer, came down from Virginia in the 
hopes of establishing himself and eventually finding 
a claim of his own to build up his own wealth and 
start a family. Instead, he lost his life working for 
Decker. Of course, no one in town really knows what 
happened to Harry except Jesse Holder and Decker, 

T
rying Times in TriniTy

inTroduCTion
“Trying Times in Trinity” is an introductory adventure 
for the Rogue Mage Roleplaying Game. Players should 
stop reading at this point to avoid spoiling their fun.

The adventure can be played by 4-6 players in a 4-hour 
gaming session, making it useful for convention play. 
The actual playing time depends on the characters’ 
actions; the game could run as short as 3 hours or as 
long as 6 if there’s time available.

The CharaCTers
The pre-generated characters for “Trying Times in 
Trinity” included here (pages 20-40) have been given 
abilities linked to this adventure, meaning they each 
have a part to play in the story and are not just random 
characters. They’ve also been assigned backgrounds and 
personalities to make them easier to use immediately.

While “Trying Times in Trinity” works best with 6 
players, it can also be run with fewer. If that happens, 
other characters are optional, but Jesse Holder, Lizbeth 
James, and Reasha Zhane are all essential to the plot.

Complete writeups for all the opponents the heroes will 
face are included on pages 16-18.

TriniTy, CAroLinA
Trinity is a town of 300 people lying at the base of 
Kings Mountain in southern Carolina (the former South 
Carolina). It sits at the outskirts of Lawrence Decker’s 
deadmine claim; because Decker needed help, he 
allowed workers to settle in the area, giving them shelter 
and protection in exchange for working his claim.

Most of the men and women here work at the dig site 
all day and sometimes into the night. Decker demands 
a 12-hour workday from his miners for the free home 
and safety he provides; he forces others to farm and 
raise livestock to earn their keep. Since the kirkman 
Brother Hope (see page 20) arrived six months ago, 
Decker has allowed the workers a half day off on 
Sunday to cleanse their souls. Decker didn’t do so for 
the previous kirkman, who died (mysteriously) just 
before Brother Hope claims to have received “a calling 
from the Most High” to go to Trinity.

a CLoser Look
Trinity is a town of houses and tenements, built of 
wood stripped from the surrounding forest. The town 
has a very rustic, early Pre-Ap feel to it, appearing 
like the towns of the 1800s. There are barns, grain 
silos, chicken coops, and sheep pens. In the spring, 
the residents use the cleared land to grow their crops.

One house stands out in the town. Lawrence 
Decker’s home is a three-story mansion made of 
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Trying Times in TriniTy  3

WhaT’s reaLLy going on
During the chaos of the initial seraphic plagues, the U.S. Army evacuated key material (including weapons, 
essential gear, fuel supplies, and federal gold reserves) via military convoy to safe locations. Not all convoys 
made it to their planned destinations. One such lost convoy disappeared in the vicinity of Trinity over a 
hundred years ago: As the final judgment and the Last War raged over the world, the convoy was buried in a 
massive earthquake and lost to history.

Six years ago, Decker learned of the convoy’s existence. Thinking to claim its contents himself and trusting 
none of his men with this precious secret, he searched for it single-handedly through the wilds surrounding 
Trinity, without success. A year later, Decker discovered something he would rather not have: a minor hellhole, 
an underground sanctuary for the forces of Darkness. There he encountered the hellhole’s ruler, a Dark mage 
named Ushingelkul. Rather than be killed by Ushingelkul, Decker made a pact with him: Decker promised 
to provide the mage with the material and slaves he desired in return for sparing Decker and his deadmining 
operations. Fully expecting to betray Decker at a later date, Ushingelkul agreed to let Decker continue digging 
in the ravine and building his petty salvaging empire.

At first, Ushingelkul’s demands were simple: weapons for the Dark humans who serve him, the occasional 
slave or sacrifice secretly taken from Trinity’s population, and some occasional whim-driven comforts the 
Dark mage desired — Ushingelkul’s hellhole may be the only one in the world wired for satellite television.

Lately, though, these demands have grown to include money, promises of military support for his ambitions, 
and the newest one: a neomage for his master’s breeding experiments. Decker has managed to stave off the 
Dark mage’s ire so far, but he knows time is running out.

Decker’s luck seemed to turn when a deadmining operation uncovered traces of the lost convoy about 20 
miles off old Highway 55. He ordered that the area be excavated immediately. His hope was to seize the 
convoy’s gold, weapons, and supplies and flee Trinity forever to live in comfort far away from Ushingelkul and 
his insane demands. Before the convoy could be excavated, Decker’s luck changed for the worse. Bandits 
moved into the area, killing all but one member of the deadmining team (Jesse Holder, who barely escaped). 
Although they didn’t know exactly what the deadminers were after, the bandits knew it had to be valuable, so 
after killing the team, they began their own haphazard search, with a predictable lack of success. Now they 
keep a loose watch over the area covered by the map, hoping more deadminers will come who the bandits can 
plunder after they find the treasure. Decker is desperate to reclaim the dig site and sneak the gold out from 
under the bandits’ noses.

Faced with few options and the growing impatience of Ushingelkul, Decker has set out on a desperate plan. 
Using a sizable chunk of his fortune, he has hired an Earth mage from the nearest Enclave. The neomage can 
serve one of two purposes for Decker: Either she can locate and retrieve the convoy and its contents for him, 
or he can give her to Ushingelkul to satisfy the Dark mage’s desires. Either way, he wins.

Decker has one more secret that he desperately keeps: He isn’t the human being he claims to be; he’s a rogue 
neomage hiding among humans. Decker keeps his neomage attributes hidden with powerful Veil amulets 
that dampen his skin’s glow and conceal his power. Characters with the Magical Awareness or Mage Sight 
talents will not be able to spot Decker’s true race. Decker also takes care not to be in the presence of other 
supernatural beings if at all possible, fearing detection of his true nature. Decker is violating seraphic and 
human law by living among humans and can be imprisoned or even executed as a result. None of his men 
know his true status, although the second unforeseen Killian is suspicious of him. The longer Jesse occupies 
his bed, the greater the chance that she’ll succumb to mage bliss, and possibly discover his secret. Decker 
will certainly kill to preserve this and any other of his secrets.

medical skill could likely keep his band alive, and 
he can help dig. And, of course, if the kirkman dies, 
Decker really won’t miss him.

Decker is launching this new expedition before the 
full summer thaw because the bandits have the dig 
information from his lost miners. He knows they will 
try to excavate the site themselves come the thaw, 
and he doesn’t want them running off with the gold 
lying in the Army vehicles at the bottom of that 
ravine. To expedite this expedition, he’s pulled out all 
stops, hiring an Earth mage from the New Orleans 
Enclave. The neomage, Reasha Zhane, has recently 
arrived with her escort, Michael Eagleheart, a kylen 
glamoured to appear human.

and they haven’t breathed a word of that lost dig 
attempt. Lizbeth James (see page 26), Harry’s sister, 
is currently in town seeking information about her 
brother. She was supposed to join him in Trinity, but 
when she arrived, he wasn’t in town, his house had 
been rummaged through, and no one had any answers 
to her discreet inquires about his whereabouts.

The neW expeDiTion
Decker has a better idea of the danger awaiting his 
current dig team, so he’s sending more muscle with 
Jesse Holder to the dig site in the form of Killian, the 
second unforeseen (see page 24). And he has requested 
that Brother Hope go with the group, as the kirkman’s 
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as she desires revenge (see Jesse Holder’s character 
sheet). If the adventurers decide only to complete the 
dig and return to Trinity, that’s fine. However, they 
need to learn one piece of information before returning 
to Trinity, either from any captured bandits or through 
an actual encounter: devil-spawn have been spotted 
on the mountain. If a character knows that a few devil-
spawn seen can mean hundreds unseen (see What 
The Heroes Know About devil-spawn, page 14), 
he’ll also realize that the presence of devil-spawn on 
the mountain likely means a hellhole lies somewhere 
nearby, which isn’t going to be good for Trinity, as 
spawn are known for their ravenous appetites.

sCene one: THe gATHering
All the characters are to meet in Trinity’s town hall. 
The neomage, Reasha Zhane, and her escort, Michael 
Eagleheart, arrive in town together. Reasha took a train 
out of New Orleans with a different escort. The train went 
to Atlanta, where she met up with Michael, and stopped 
in Columbia, Carolina. From there, the pair took an open, 
horse-drawn wagon the last cold, wet stretch into Trinity.

Reasha has led a pampered life, and this is her first 
experience outside of that rich atmosphere, so she is in for 
a rude introduction to life outside the Enclave. Start with 
these two characters and read or paraphrase the following:

AdvenTure summAry
The player characters (PCs) have been given the task 
of excavating a site in a ravine near Kings Mountain 
for Lawrence Decker, owner of the town of Trinity and 
the deadmines surrounding the town. The opening of 
this deadmine is to be done discreetly; Decker doesn’t 
want his townsfolk knowing any specifics about the 
mining activity—although most know he lost a group 
of deadminers not too long ago.

While they are uncovering the site, they’re attacked 
by bandits who’ve been routinely checking the area, 
in search of deer and to see if Decker’s people have 
returned. The bandits, skilled hunters and trackers, 
have also been infrequently checking out the town 
since they attacked the mining band for their leader, 
Grady Harshaw, who wants an eye kept on Lawrence 
Decker’s activities, and who plans to secure Trinity as 
his own home base. Harshaw’s group killed Decker’s 
first deadmining expedition. They have the map 
indicating the general area in which to dig, and while 
they don’t know exactly what’s hidden beneath the 
snow and soil, they know it must be valuable.

If the heroes survive the attack, they can finish their dig, 
or they may decide to hunt down the bandits instead, 
believing that taking them out will make the dig safer. 
This is likely what Jesse Holder would want to do, 
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The wagon stops on the outskirts of town. There is no station here, and no one is waiting to greet you. Your driver 
turns and says to you both, “This is as far as I go.” He gets out and tosses your bags onto the slushy dirt road. 
“Just follow the road into town.”

Following the road, you came into a town of clapboard wooden houses situated closely together. Most of the 
houses are dilapidated and missing boards — some are little more than shacks. Clotheslines stretch alongside 
the buildings, but they’re empty this cold spring morning. Some thin men and women in threadbare winter 
clothes walk the streets, carrying various objects. They stop to look at you, perhaps attracted, Reasha, by 
your glowing neomage skin. They seem unsure what to make of you, but stare nonetheless.

You also see a few thin dogs skulk through the small alleyways and into the streets. They seem wary of the 
humans around them, and you guess they aren’t kept as pets like the ones in the Enclave.

You feel you aren’t likely to find a hotel in this town. You know you’re to meet Lawrence Decker at the town hall 
within an hour and you see one large brick building in the center of town that may fit the bill. You also note a 
large, fenced-in mansion to the northwest. It’s made of a mishmash of various colors of brick likely salvaged 
from various sources.

CharaCTer informaTion aT a gLanCe
Here is more information about the player characters, including where locals are likely to be found at the 
beginning of the adventure. Full background information on each character is included on pages 20-40.

Jesse Holder: A female human soldier who works for Decker; she’s also his lover and lives in Decker’s mansion. 
She will be at the mansion when the adventure starts. Jesse knows they will be going on a dig, so she’ll know 
to advise the others to bring their gear. Remember that Jesse was the lone survivor of the first attempt to get to 
the dig site, so she knows a bit about what’s going on. She especially knows they’re likely to encounter bandits, 
so you may want to let her player know she should be actively looking out for ambushes, although she wouldn’t 
want to scare the other characters.

Killian: Killian is a male second unforeseen, a human/neomage hybrid, who serves in Decker’s retinue. He lives in 
the mansion and spends his leisure time drinking at the local bar. He believes Decker is a mage, and he’s interested 
in pursuing a soul bond with him if that’s the case, as he longs to fit in somewhere. He is fairly loyal to Decker, 
though he could be swayed to work for and bond with Reasha Zhane if she treats him well during the adventure 
and indicates that she intends to stay outside the Enclave adventuring.

Brother Hope: A black human male, Brother Hope lives in Trinity’s small kirk (church) in town. He replaced 
the former kirkman, who died over six months ago. Hope is not happy with the way things are in Trinity 
and wants to change them. He would especially like to see Decker give the laborers more time off, and he is 
concerned that there are so few children in the village.

Lizbeth James: Lizbeth is a female human deadminer who freelances for Decker. She came to Trinity to find 
her brother Harry and gain employment on a claim. No one she asks seems to know anything about Harry 
James’s whereabouts. You can either have her in her brother’s home at the start of the adventure, or have her 
working Decker’s deadmine a mile from the town. If the latter, Lizbeth starts work early in the morning, so 
Jesse will know to find her at the site.

Lizbeth is a follower of the Earth Invasion Heresy. Should the kylen Michael reveal himself during the adventure, 
she will believe him to be one of the aliens and report him to her contacts.

reasha Zhane: The neomage is in town for official business, so she is properly licensed by the New Orleans 
Enclave. She is out of her element in this rustic town, so be sure to play up how the harsh nature of this 
place affects her sensibilities; she’s been pampered all her young life, after all. Also, remember that technology 
doesn’t always work around Reasha; see the Technology Disruption drawback on her character sheet for 
details. Michael Eagleheart has the same drawback, but Reasha’s more extensive creation energy usage is 
more likely to cause problems.

michael eagleheart: Michael is related to a watcher, and has his own interest in tracking down a hellhole rumored 
to be in the area. While Reasha knows of his true kylen nature, he dares not show it to the others for fear of being 
sent away to a Realm of Light. To all others, his Veil amulet makes him appear to be a normal human warrior.

Michael’s amulet can’t hide his Technology Disruption drawback, so he either avoids electronic devices or 
interacts with them only when Reasha is nearby and he can blame any disruptions on the obvious neomage.
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population. The players of these characters will have 
to decide what will motivate them.

Once she convinces each to travel with her, Jesse is to 
direct them to the town hall, where they are to await 
her and the arrival of two others. If so, describe the 
town hall to them as they enter, and make sure to note 
who is already there by description alone.

Then jump to scene Two and read them the description 
of the place once they enter. Feel free to add any details 
you’d like. Make Trinity your town. It can be the base 
setting for your home campaign.

The players may attempt to strike up conversation 
within the hall. If so, let them do so. This is a roleplaying 
game, so let them get into their roles! Consider giving 
out luck points (and tokens, if you use them) for 
particularly good roleplaying.

Once everyone is together, move to scene Two.

game master: Let the neomage and kylen decide what 
they want to do. The humans continue to stare at them 
wherever they go. If asked, the humans point them to 
the town hall (the center-most brick building). The two 
may want to head there directly. Have them head that 
way, but move to Jesse Holder before allowing the two 
travelers to enter the town hall.

The night before, Jesse’s boss, Lawrence Decker, asked 
her to gather the mule Killian, kirkman Brother Leon 
Hope, and the deadminer Lizbeth James—all Trinity 
locals—for the deadmining mission the same morning 
as the neomage and her escort would be arriving. Stop 
and have Jesse interact with the others. Killian works 
for Decker, and most often can be found in the local 
bar; Lizbeth occasionally works for Decker, but as a 
freelancer, so she’ll need to be convinced to accompany 
the mission; Brother Leon does not directly work for 
Decker, and he likely only accompanies the group if 
Decker provides some type of assistance to Trinity’s 
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Read or paraphrase the following:

You’ve arrived at the town hall for the requested 
meeting with Lawrence Decker. Entering the hall, 
you find a waiting room with a total of eight chairs 
to your left and right and a door across from you. 
[gm, if some characters have already arrived, 
mention their presence here, too]. A camera sits 
in the right corner nearby. A paper sign is posted 
to the door. It reads: “I will be with you shortly. 
Please take a seat.”

game master: Stop here and have each player 
describe his character’s outward appearance to the 
other players. This information is on the provided pre-
generated character sheets, along with hints of their 
characters’ personalities, to help new roleplayers get 
“into character.”

Once they’ve gotten a look at each other, feel free to 
let them begin discussions among themselves, if they 
wish. If they don’t take the opportunity, quickly move 
along to the next text.

A few more moments pass, and finally the door opens and out steps a tall, thin man with shoulder-length brown 
hair. Glasses rest on his nose, and he has a distracted look on his face and a nervousness about him. He’s 
nicely dressed in comparison to the citizens of Trinity. He looks around the room, clasps his hands in front of 
him, and then speaks:

Excellent. You’re all here. I’ll let Mr. Decker know that his request was met expeditiously. He will be most happy 
to hear that. Good. Good.

So, to the point, then. First, what I am about to tell you is not to be discussed outside these halls or this group. 
It’s very confidential, you understand. Mr. Decker is a businessman, and he does not want others jumping his 
claims. And that’s what this meeting is about. I’ll need your word that you will keep this under wraps.

[He waits for those present to declare they will keep it a secret. He looks especially at the kirkman present. 
Those who live in the town know that this secrecy is not optional. Unlucky things happen to those who fail 
to comply with a request from Decker. Once he has everyone’s word, continue reading.]

Good to see you’ve all made it here. Decker would like you to leave as soon as possible and has provided a deuce-
and-a-half for your travels—though you can certainly have horses or sled dogs if you’d prefer. Your equipment is 
already packed, but we can likely provide you with any special requests.

You’ll head north along old Highway 55. Jesse here knows the destination. You’ll have to travel on foot at a certain 
point, so you’ll need to tote your packs and the provided tent. You will also be doing some climbing.

[He turns to the neomage and gives a short bow.]

I’m most honored to meet you, Ms. Zhane. Mr. Decker especially wants you to know how appreciative he is 
that your Enclave loaned you out to us. Your role in this assignment is to move the largest areas of rubble 
surrounding the site. The others will perform the actual excavation once you have done so. You will know when 
you have reached the goal.

[He turns back to the group in general.]

Any questions, for I really must be getting back to my work?

[He waits. He responds to the best of his ability—but in an irritated tone. He doesn’t really know the purpose of 
the dig, so he can’t provide more details. If the group asks for specific supplies, he takes notes and promises to 
provide them. He’ll abruptly return to his office when they’ve gone quiet.]

sCene TWo: THe AssignmenT
The adventurers have been asked to gather at the town 
hall, where Decker keeps an office to hold his business 
meetings. No one complains in Trinity, so the town hall 
is always devoid of people, except the one individual 
Decker has entrusted with the town’s and his own 
daily matters: Jacobin Yates.

Decker is currently away from the town on business, 
so he left Jacobin to deal with the new dig. Jacobin 
doesn’t question his boss, so he doesn’t know the real 
details of what Decker hopes to uncover. He only knows 
that it has been expensive in terms of lost lives and 
money spent to acquire a licensed neomage and her 
escort. The other members of the team are individuals 
who already work for Decker or who live in the town. 
Jacobin has chosen the kirkman to be a part of the 
mission because he has medical training and is known 
to be an honorable man; if he gives his word of secrecy, 
he’ll honor it. Jacobin should be played as an irritating 
bureaucrat. He especially does not like Jesse, believing 
her to be a power seeker. Her relationship with the 
boss distresses him greatly, as he doesn’t want any 
rivals for Decker’s attention.
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Horses and dog sleds travel at a base speed of 5 mph, 
and can double that for the length of the trip, reducing 
the 5-hour trip to 2.5 hours, and requiring five TN 
12 Ride or Drive checks; no Taking 10 allowed. The 
animals can increase their speed to 20 mph, but only 
for a few minutes of running all-out; not long enough 
to make a difference on the overall travel time.

The truck can run at any speed up to 50 mph. At that speed, 
the trip would take only half an hour, but would require the 
driver to make five TN 28 Drive checks; again, no Taking 10 
allowed on checks at speeds higher than 5 mph.

A failure on any of the Drive/Ride checks results in the 
animals or vehicles slipping off the icy road and crashing 
into the nearby forest. No one should be severely injured, 
but there should be a significant delay and possibly 
some Craft (mechanical), Medicine, and Animal Handling 
checks to get the expedition moving again.

You should also have the players roll Notice checks 
every now and then. Most are just for show, but 
predators and bandits (as Jesse knows) do exist in the 
area. The heroes will have to protect their vehicle from 
the latter or the animals from both.

Sometime in the early morning or evening, have a few 
deer run across their path. This should just keep them 
alert for trouble.

Once the characters arrive, proceed to scene Three.

TainT anD VirTue: The WoLf (opTionaL)

GMs using the optional Virtue and Taint rules can use the following additional encounter.

• Characters driving to the dig site spot a wolf standing in the road around the bend of a curve. The 
road is treacherous at this point. The driver can automatically avoid hitting the wolf but must 
make a TN 15 Drive skill check to avoid going off the road. The vehicle will be unharmed but will 
require 15 minutes and characters with a total Strength score of 40 between them to push it back 
onto the road. Alternatively, the driver can simply hit the wolf with no damage to the vehicle but 
killing the wolf instantly.

If the driver avoided the wolf, that character must make a TN 15 Will saving throw. If he is successful, 
he gains +1 point of Virtue. If he chose to hit the wolf instead, he must make the same saving throw or 
gain a point of Taint.

• If the players decided to use dog sleds or horses, then they encounter a wounded wolf lying in the snow 
instead. The wolf has been shot by the bandits and left to die. The wolf’s wounds can be treated with a 
TN 15 Medicine check or by using Cure or Healing conjures or amulets. The wolf is too weak to resist 
treatment but will recover if treated.

If anyone attempts to save the wolf, whether successful or not, he can gain +1 point of Virtue if he 
succeeds at a TN 15 Will saving throw. If a person treats the wolf cruelly, torments the creature, or 
simply leaves it to die, he must make a TN 15 Will save or gain –1 Taint. A character who chooses to kill 
the wolf to put it out its misery gains neither Virtue or Taint.

• If the wolf survives this encounter, at the GM’s option the characters who saved it may be warned 
of danger by hearing a wolf’s howl in either the bandit attack in scene Four or the spawn attack 
in scene six.

game master: The group has its assignment. At this 
point, the heroes may or may not wish to talk among 
themselves. Let them do so before jumping to the next 
scene. Let them decide on their transportation and 
when they want to leave. Hand them a list of supplies 
they have (provided on page 19)—hand-write any 
additions they’ve asked for that aren’t on the original 
list. This is all they have to rely on.

Once they are ready to hit the road, read or paraphrase 
the following, adding details about time of day.

The road out of town is slick with thick ice that 
likely won’t melt until July, three months from 
now. You aren’t entirely sure where the road 
actually lies, and no ruts have been cut through to 
help indicate your path.

All around you, you see nothing but snow-covered 
trees and mountain.

game master: The drive to the dig site is 25 miles along 
an icy road. Travel time depends on the adventurers’s 
chosen mode of transportation and how recklessly they 
drive or ride. A Ride or Drive check must be made every 
5 miles of the trip. The check is at TN 10 if the driver or 
rider stays at 5 miles per hour or less, and he can Take 
10 on the roll (ensuring automatic success). For every 
additional 5 mph, the TN of the check increases by +2.
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of interest. If Lizbeth James succeeds at a TN 15 
Profession (deadminer) check, she can direct their 
efforts to the most promising areas, giving them a 
bonus on their rolls on the discovered items Table 
equal to the amount by which she made her check.

Reasha Zhane has been hired to help dig the site. To cast 
spells, the neomage needs to make Spellcraft checks 
with the TN determined by how much she alters, for 
instance, her basic Shape Earth conjure. Using the spell 
repeatedly drawing on her own creation energy (instead 
of CE from amulets or other sources) will fatigue her to 
some extent, and she’ll need to rest. However, she can 
move large portions of a hill in mere minutes.

If the heroes search in the pit created by Reasha’s 
spell or through the moved earth, it takes a minimum 
of 1 hour of searching after her spell-casting before 
there’s a chance of them finding anything. If they wait 
for Reasha’s digging to reveal something first, then it 
may take several hours (unless the neomage greatly 
increases the Shape Earth conjure’s area of effect) 
before anything noteworthy appears, but searchers 
gain a +5 bonus on rolls on the discovered items 
Table. (Bonuses provided by Reasha’s spell and 
Lizbeth’s deadminer skill are cumulative.)

Once the appropriate amount of searching time has 
been spent, you roll on the discovered items Table 
once for each PC actively searching (as opposed to 
conjuring dirt around or standing guard), ignoring 

sCene THree: deAdmining
The deadmine site Decker wants the group to dig 
lies in a deep ravine. When the heroes arrive at their 
destination, read or paraphrase the following:

Just off the road, a cliff hangs over a 150-foot drop 
into an ocean of ice. Three large ice- and snow-
covered hills rise up from the ravine floor. On the 
northwestern side of the ravine lies the beginning of 
another mountain. Past that and to the northeast, 
the ice continues for as far as you can see.

game master: This scene involves numerous skill checks.

The characters need to find a way to get down the 
ravine. They have ropes and climbing gear. If they 
decide to climb, each adventurer needs to make a 
TN 12 Climb check to get safely down the cliff. A PC 
who doesn’t have the Climb skill can use his Strength 
modifier to make an untrained check.

Next, they need to figure out where to start the dig. 
The U.S. Army lost a convoy carrying weapons and 
gold about 80 years ago, and those vehicles and their 
contents lie scattered across the area. There are things 
to be found within just about all the hills and even 
under the flat ice areas, but the area is vast and the 
possibilities are without limit. It takes 1-20 hours 
of searching before the diggers run across anything 
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no precautions are taken, roll a d20 after each use of 
Shape Earth or other attempt to move the dirt. On the 
roll of a 1-4, the site caves in. Also make this roll when 
anyone enters or exits the dig site. A TN 15 Profession 
(deadminer) or Notice check (only made if the 
character comments on the possibility of instability, 
or automatically if he has the Danger Sense talent) 
reveals in advance that the site doesn’t look stable.

DisCoVereD iTems TabLe

d20 roll item(s)

1-5 A piece of an Army vehicle, like a mirror or chunk of green-painted metal.

6-9 An old coin, some small animal bones, or a bone from one of the men who was thrown from a vehicle as it fell. 
The bone could still be wrapped in pieces of uniform that managed to stay in a preserved state.

10-12
A piece of equipment that may or may not work or be repairable. You decide on the actual piece. Examples: 
binoculars, gas mask, flashlight, map case with enclosed map, meal-ready-to-eat, canteen, boot, watch, grenade, 
ammo box and ammo, backpack. Choose a different piece for each roll in this number range.

13-14 Intact tactical bulletproof vest.

15-16 Machine pistol or 100 rounds of pistol ammunition.

17 Assault rifle or a box of 100 rounds of rifle ammunition.

18 Light machine gun or a belt of 100 machine gun rounds.

19 A salvageable vehicle, like a Jeep or Humvee. Repairing such a vehicle is beyond the heroes’s ability in the field, 
but Decker’s people can retrieve and salvage it.

20
A troop transport truck. The enclosed rear section of the vehicle contains the partially preserved remains of a 
number of soldiers and their personal equipment. Most of the gear is unusable, but roll a d20 to determine how 
many assault rifles are found in possible repairable condition. (See Waste not, Want not sidebar, page 10.)

Along with its other contents, one of the trucks also has a shipment of gold: two wooden cases, each holding four 25-pound gold 
bars. The cases containing the gold are hidden in a secret compartment under the truck’s floorboards: TN 20 Search check to 
locate; TN 20 Disable Device check to unlock, or TN 20 Strength check to break open using a crowbar or other tool providing 
leverage. And, of course, only one of the trucks contains the hidden gold shipment, so after it’s found, all further Search 
attempts in the trucks are fruitless; while the other trucks have hidden compartments, they are all empty.

There are only three troop transport trucks in the caravan. After all three are found, deadminers can continue to search the 
area, but the bonuses to the discovered items Table rolls from Reasha and Lizbeth’s efforts expire, and any 20s they come 
up with should be re-rolled; they instead find double the items listed for the number range of the new roll.

WasTe noT, WanT noT
Lizbeth James and Jesse Holder have the Craft (mechanical) skill and can repair scavenged guns with a 
skill check of TN 10 and 15 minutes effort for each gun. A failed check means the weapon is permanently 
Destroyed (although it could be used for spare parts). The profile for operational weapons is below.

M16A2 Assault Rifle: Ranged Weapon (long arm) skill, +5 ballistic damage, range increment 50 ft., ammunition 
30-round magazine, autofire-capable

m-240 Light machine gun: Ranged Weapon (long arm) skill, +5 ballistic damage, range increment 75 ft., 
ammunition 100-round belt, autofire-capable

m9 machine Pistol: Ranged Weapon (handgun) skill, +3 ballistic damage, range increment 30 ft., ammunition 
15-round magazine, autofire-capable

TainT anD VirTue: skimming off The Top
The PCs may be tempted to take a part or all of what they dig up for themselves instead of turning it over to 
Decker. If the GM is using the Virtue and Taint rules, heroes who do this must make a TN 15 Will saving throw 
or gain a point of Taint. Using scavenged armor or weapons to defend themselves is not considered stealing 
unless they plan to keep them without informing Decker. If asked, Decker would be willing to let the adventurers 
keep an assault rifle and pistol or two or a bulletproof vest as a bonus, but not a machine gun or vehicle.

rolls of 19 or 20 for those sifting through earth moved 
to the side. If the adventurers spend another similar 
time period continuing their search, they get another 
set of rolls on the table.

If Reasha doesn’t state that she’s taking precautions 
in removing the dirt to ensure its stability, the piles of 
dirt may become unstable and re-bury the dig site. If 
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Several shots ring out but you can’t see where the 
concealed snipers are hiding until several men 
step out of cover and approach your position from 
a number of directions. You don’t know how many 
others are still hidden.

In this case, the first round is a surprise attack, 
meaning only the bandits get to attack. Make ranged 
attack rolls for three of the bandits against three PCs 
(not including Reasha Zhane) in exposed positions. 
After that surprise round of attacks, have everyone 
roll for initiative: each character’s initiative score is in 
the Combat section of his character sheet. As the GM, 
you should roll one time for the bandits as a group. 
The character with the highest initiative attacks first. 
Alternately, you can just have the characters attack in 
order of whoever has the highest Dexterity.

The six bandits positioned themselves to trap the PCs 
in a crossfire. This means that at the start some of 
the bandits are on the road side of the ravine, while 
others are positioned in the ravine itself. Those bandits 
still firing from cover are difficult to hit with ranged 
attacks, causing a –8 penalty to attackers. If a PC 
makes a Notice check opposed by a bandit’s Stealth 
check, he can then target one of the snipers who gave 
away his position by firing, reducing the penalty to –4. 
The sniper will then cease fire, taking a round or two to 
find a new concealed position to fire from.

sCene Four: ATTACK
At some point during the dig six bandits attack the 
party. (Most likely after the adventurers find something 
at the site and make a fuss over it.) The bandits don’t 
know about the gold, but they may have observed the 
neomage digging at the site and decided to capture her 
to use as their own digger so they won’t have to wait 
until the summer thaw to do the work themselves.

If someone is looking out for an ambush, allow him to 
make a Notice check opposed by the bandits’s Stealth 
check in order to avoid being surprised. Note that 
characters with the Danger Sense talent can make a 
Notice check to see the bandits coming even if they 
aren’t looking out for them.

The bandits have rifles, but they need to get within 
300 feet to have a good possibility of hitting the PCs. 
They don’t want to negotiate; they want to kill the 
competition (except for the neomage).

The bandits can come from behind the hills, or they 
could attack from the cliff. However they approach, 
what happens next depends on whether or not the 
bandits’s approach was noticed by any of the heroes.

surpriseD
Read or paraphrase the following if the PCs are 
surprised (didn’t make their Notice Check).
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At this point, determine initiative (as above), and let the 
battle begin. The bandits fight seriously, but they try to 
avoid engaging the mage in combat, hoping to capture her 
undamaged after eliminating all other threats. They won’t 
fight to their own deaths. If pressed, they’ll surrender, 
hoping to escape before being returned to face judgment.

(If the bandits should happen to win the battle, see the 
When Things go Awry sidebar.)

TainT anD VirTue: prisoners
The manner in which the player characters treat any 
captured bandits can gain them Virtue or Taint. If the 
heroes decide to imprison them and take them back to 
Trinity, they each gain +1 point of Virtue if they make a 
TN 15 Will saving throw. If instead they kill them, the 
PCs each gain –1 Taint if they fail a TN 20 Will saving 
throw. Interrogating them doesn’t cause a Taint check, 
but the use of torture, degrading behavior, or willful 
injury on them causes a TN 20 Will save.

When Things go aWry
If the PCs get captured, the adventure doesn’t end. It becomes an opportunity for the PCs to try out their escaping skills. 
The bandits aren’t experienced captors, and the PCs should spot a number of opportunities to exploit.

The bandits take the captured adventurers to their hideout so that their leader, Grady Harshaw, can figure out what to do next. 
How the heroes try to escape is up to them. If they feign sleep, maybe their guards (probably only 1 or 2, unless the PCs have 
shown themselves to be dangerous even after being captured) will take naps too. PCs can acquire any number of improvised 
weapons in the hideout, but may also be able to get their hands on guns (either those of careless bandits or even their own 
captured equipment) since the bandits aren’t very alert.

If Reasha Zhane is among the prisoners, the bandits know they have something of value and are ecstatic, and begin to 
celebrate their luck early with a drinking binge. They don’t know much about keeping a neomage in check, so along with 
tying her up (like they did their other prisoners) they merely put a gag in her mouth. But a mage without weapons is still a 
mage — especially an Earth mage like Reasha, who can draw power from anything living or once-living, including the very 
ropes she’s tied up with. Plus the guards will have heard about the licentious sex lives of mages, and maybe just a little taste 
of that wouldn’t be too much of a security risk and wouldn’t damage their valuable prisoner. And they haven’t kept Reasha 
separate from the other captured PCs.

And PCs who eavesdrop on the bandits may learn more about someone the bandit leader calls “The Boss,” who apparently 
is the sort of person who might be interested in a captured neomage, so getting captured and escaping may lead to a new 
adventure for the GM to create on his own.

The bandits fight seriously, but they try to avoid engaging 
the mage in combat, hoping to capture her undamaged 
after eliminating all other threats. They won’t fight to 
their own deaths. If pressed, they’ll surrender, hoping to 
escape before being returned to face judgment.

(If the bandits should happen to win the battle, see the 
When Things go Awry sidebar.)

noT surpriseD
If the PCs noticed the approaching bandits, read or 
paraphrase the following:

You notice that six figures in a mishmash of 
shabby clothing are approaching your position 
from a number of directions. They are carrying 
rifles, which they have aimed at you.
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